Abstract. The extraction of metadata used during the planning phase in mediation systems assumes the existence of a metadata repository that in most cases must be created with high human involvement. This dependency rises complexity of maintenance of the system and therefore the reliability of the metadata itself. This article presents MetaExtractor, a system which extracts structure, quality, capability and content metadata of structured data sources available on a mediation system. MetaExtractor is designed as a Multi-Agent System(MAS) where each agent specializes in the extraction of a particular type of metadata. The MAS cooperation capability allows the creation and maintenance of the metadata repository. MetaExtractor is useful to reduce the number of data sources selected during query planning in large scale mediation systems due to its ability to prioritize data sources that better contribute to answer a query. The work reported in this paper presents the general architecture of MetaExtractor and emphasizes on the extraction logic of content metadata and the strategy used to prioritize data sources accordingly to a given query.
Introduction
The processing of queries in mediation systems involves processes of logic and physical planning taking into account the characteristics of the data sources available in the system. This information is typically stored in metadata repositories that are accessed whenever a query is evaluated. Unfortunately, mediation systems assume the existence of previously constructed metadata repositories [1] or focuses only on the structure of data sources, and basic statistics such as the number of records, the number of null data, etc. [2] Although advanced mediation strategies contemplate the existence of more comprehensive metadata such as the number of objects contained in a source [3] , the way in which this metadata is obtained has not been well defined. Parallel to mediation systems of structured sources, several proposals have been made to summarize the contents of available sources in the Web: using trees [4] to describe the dependency relationships between sources [5] . These alternatives are useful for increasing the richness of metadata. However, their generation requires high human interaction or includes only general aspects that do not allow a real differentiation among sources, especially when the sources are dependent and data fragmentation is not disjoint. Faced with these limitations of mediation systems this article proposes MetaExtractor a system designed for the automatic extraction of metadata from structured distributed data sources that are registered in a mediation system. MetaExtractor's goal is to increase the quality of metadata repositories through methods that do not require intensive human involvement. MetaExtractor design is based on multi-agent systems that uses data sources as resources to meet its goal of extracting a particular type of metadata. MetaExtractor considers the extraction of structure, capability, quality and content metadata. The structure of this article presents in Section 2 the analysis of related works on the area of mediation systems that allow to put into context the contribution of MetaExtractor. Subsequently, Section 3 presents an overview of MetaExtractor that is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 reports evaluation results on priorization of data sources using the extracted metadata. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.
Related Work
Different approaches to support data queries in the context of heterogeneous and distributed sources have been studied for over 15 years. Most of them are based on mediation systems [6] that aims to provide an integrated view of heterogeneous and distributed data sources respecting their own autonomy [7] . The architecture of mediation systems [7, 8, 9, 10] consists of four levels of abstraction: i) the data sources level, ii) the adaptation (wrappers) level, iii) the mediation level and iv) the application level. Query processing in this type of systems is coordinated at the mediation level and takes place in two stages: planning and execution. In the planning stage, sources that can fully or partially answer the query are selected and then the query is rewritten into subqueries, using the external model of each source. To select appropriate sources, the mediator uses a metadata catalogue that includes the external model and other information sources, whose level of detail and accuracy varies according to the type of mediator. In the execution stage, the mediator sends the subqueries to each source and is responsible for coordinating the execution of the queries, and receiving and processing responses in order to integrate them.
One factor that affects the accuracy and efficiency of a mediation system is its planning strategy, which is directly related to the quantity and quality of available metadata. In the first generation of mediation systems, such as: Information Manifold [11] , TSIMMIS [9] , DISCO [8] and Minicon [12] , the planning process uses as metadata information the processing capabilities of sources (e.g. the number of required conditions, or the attributes that could be defined in the predicate). Another group of strategies such as: iDrips and Streamer [1] , navigation paths [3] perform the planning process by means of metadata that describes the content of the sources. Other proposals such as QPIAD [13] and the quality-oriented presented in [14] use detailed statistics on the quality of the data contained in the sources to reduce the number of plans. Meanwhile, proposals for large-scale mediation: PIER [15] , PinS [16] , Piazza [17] , PeerDB [18] , and SomeWhere [19] use location of metadata, content summary and description of reputation sources, among others.
The metadata used in these systems are an essential input for the performance of the mediation process. However, obtaining such metadata from structured data sources is limited to the manual (human) description of the structure of the sources and some quality statistics obtained during the operation of the system. Even if the owners or managers of each source of information can define some metadata manually, to ensure maintainability, efficiency, consistency and cost of the mediation system, it is necessary to generate strategies for automatically obtain metadata from the mediation repositories.
The existing methods for generating metadata can be classified into three groups: i) extraction, ii) collection and iii) hybrid generation [20] . In the first case the aim is to obtain the metadata based on the execution of techniques for analyzing, mining, evaluating, etc. In the case of metadata collection the goal is to gather pre-built metadata. Finally, hybrid generation obtains existing metadata, and from its analysis generates new metadata [21] . The aim of the MetaExtractor project is focused on metadata extraction from structured data sources that may contain narrative text in some of their attributes.
Literature reviews show that most research efforts suggests strategies to extract metadata from unstructured information available on the web, the vast majority of available methods use processing algorithms that analyze natural language texts in order to generate structured descriptions [22] . These algorithms are part of strategies for information retrieval that assess text in a semantic and syntactic way to get a list of descriptors for the content of the sources [23] . Although there are methods of metadata generation from structured sources its extraction and / or collection is focused on basic attributes such as size or scheme that cannot act as a true differentiator of data sources.
This article presents MetaExtractor a system that modifies and extends these existing methods and techniques to enhance the extraction of metadata from structured sources. MetaExtractor obtains metadata using different techniques according to the type of metadata that must be extracted. In addition, given a query, MetaExtractor prioritizes data sources that better contribute to answer it. The proposed MetaExtractor architecture includes the use of data mining techniques to identify the type of content from a source. The intention is to explore a sample of each data source to establish whether there is a tendency to have some type of instances of a business object (e.g. client, patient).
MetaExtractor Overview
As Section 2 illustrates, current mediation system strategies for source selection assume the existence of the required metadata for query planning, extracts only basic metadata, or require an important manual effort to feed metadata repositories. In order to fulfill this gap this paper proposes MetaExtractor a system that allows to extract structure, quality, capability and content metadata from structured data sources. MetaExtractor architecture is based on the interaction of software agents in charge of extracting different types of metadata from distributed and heterogeneous structured data sources. The main idea behind the agent architecture is for MetaExtractor to have agents located in the same location as the data source and watching over the sources' logs to identify any important or relevant changes on the structure or data contained in each source. This section presents an overview of MetaExtractor functionality and architecture. The following section emphasizes on key aspects of the agents in charge of metadata extraction.
MetaExtractor Preliminaries
The goal of MetaExtractor is to provide the metadata required for query planning in a mediation system. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between MetaExtractor and a mediation system, the goal is to act as the knowledge base during the planning phase of a query.
MetaExtractor extracts and stores metadata based on the assumption that data sources contain pieces of information of the relevant objects in a specific domain (e.g. patient, client, campaign) from now on called VDO (see Definition 1) . The VDO illustrated in Figure 2 represents a Patient composed by four concepts (Person, Medical Act, Medical History, Affiliation). This VDO pertains to the medical domain, which is going to be used from now on to describe MetaExtractor's functionality.
Definition 1 Virtual Data Object (VDO). A VDO is a logical set of related concepts relevant to a group of users. Figure 2 illustrates a VDO joining four concepts. Each concept has data type properties whose values are data literals. Concepts are related through object type properties whose values are instances.
VDOs are virtual because their instances are partitioned and distributed on several data sources. MetaExtractor considers queries with selection conditions on the properties of the concepts composing the VDO. For example, the query hereafter uses the VDO Patient and selects the id of patients with a "Buphtalmos" diagnosis.
Query 1 Q(V DO P atient , properties(id), conditions(diagnosis = Buphtalmos))
In the following sections we will work with queries which include several conditions, such as follows:
When a mediator receives a query it can issue a request to MetaExtractor asking about the facts related to the VDO involved in the query; these facts may be given directly to the mediator or they can be used by MetaExtractor to prioritize the data sources that better contribute to answer the query. Figure 3 illustrates the agents and processes involved in the execution of MetaExtractor. The GUI process, the Server process and the Source process include a set of sub-processes (agents), which corresponds to activities of an agent with a defined behaviour. The GUI agents represent the interactions of the users, the Server agents manage persistence of metadata and users, and include the logic to prioritize data sources given a particular query. To accomplish their tasks they use the metadata extracted by the Source agents that are in charge of the actual extraction of metadata and are the ones watching over the source itself.
MetaExtractor Processes
The metadata extraction starts with a communicative act between the Metadata Manager Agent, who proactively and periodically activates the metadata extraction. The activation event triggers the activation of the Source Manager Agent and this, in turn, sends an event to the related Data Source Agents. Finally, each Data Source Agent communicates with the Extraction Coordination Agent that is in charge of coordinating the extraction of each type of metadata. Currently, MetaExtractor provides four agents in charge of extracting diferent metadata types: structure, quality, content and capability metadata. The following subsection describes each one of metadata types and Section 4 the internal logic of each metadata extractor agent. It is important to notice that according to the requirements of the mediation system, different kinds of metadata extractor agents can be added later on to the system. Extraction Functions. Once a data source is registered MetaExtractor is able to extract and/or obtain from them the following metadata (by means of the Source Agent): 3. Content Metadata Extraction: Most of the queries over mediation systems involve a condition over a set of attributes of the VDO; for instance in the medical domain, a query over the patient VDO may have a condition over the diagnosis (e.g. diagnosis = cancer). These conditions include a restriction of value over an attribute. The content metadata allows to identify the data sources that better could answer a query according to the role it can play as a contributor of instances of a VDO in the domain where the restriction is true. Roles reflect the ability of data sources to resolve query predicates. Section 4 describes the roles and the strategy used by MetaExtractor to describe the content of a data source. 4. Capability Metadata Extraction: This type of metadata is extracted to identify data sources that have restrictions over the type of queries that they can answer. This metadata is specially important in data sources that can only be accessed through a set of services or an interface that limits the attributes that may be acquired. It is also relevant when data sources demand a specific number of query conditions to answer a query. In the medical domain for instance, a data source may restrict the access of the patient's name or may demand the inclusion of at least one condition in the query.
MetaExtractor provides three functions for querying the metadata required for planning purposes. These functions are:
-Query data source metadata: Allows to query the values of metadata of a specific data source. -Prioritize data sources: According to the properties and conditions related to a VDO query it delivers the list of prioritized data sources to answer it. In order to prioritize MetaExtractor uses the logic proposed in [24] . This strategy is based on combinatorial optimization techniques. -Metadata subscription: Allows to obtain changes on the metadata of a data source or a set of data sources automatically.
Extractor Agents
This section presents the logic within content, quality and capability metadata extractor agents.
Content Metadata Extractor Agent
The goal of this agent is to identify the role that a data source may play during the execution of a query taking into account its content. This task is not straightforward in structured data sources, because they may contain different records, each one of them containing different content. As a consequence, the Content Metadata Extractor Agent must identify the better way to describe a data source given the content of its records. Lets look an example. Consider three hospital databases DS1, DS2 and DS3. According to the kind of hospital these databases may be specialized on a specific type of patients. For example DS1 is specialized on information about patients with cancer. DS2 is specialized on pediatrics and, as a consequence, it contains only child patients. And DS3 contains both, patients with cancer, child patients, as well as other type of patients because is the database of a general hospital. In this domain the agent must describe the role according to the attribute "diagnosis" and "age" differentiating the specialization of DS1 (i.e. diagnosis = Cancer) and DS2 (age < 18), and indicating that even if DS3 is not a specialist it may contain records with this content. Roles reflect the ability of sources to solve conditions. Given the analysis of the roles played by a database in a mediation system, we propose the following roles: specialist and container. The definition of each source role is described in Definition 2 and 3. In these definitions all the instances of VDOj stored in data source DSi are noted ext(DSi, V DOj) 1 . U designates all the data sources participating in the system. All the instances of VDOj available in the system are
denoted ext(U, V DOj). The subset of ext(DSk, V DOj) corresponding to the instance that verifies a condition p is denoted ext(DSk, V DOj)
p and card() is the cardinality function.
Definition 2 Specialist Role. A data source DSi plays a specialist role w.r.t. a condition p in a query on VDOj iff most instances of VDOj stored in DSi match
p. IsSpecialist(DSi, V DOj, p) =⇒ card(ext(DSi, V DOj) p ) ≥ card(ext(DSi, V DOj) ¬p )
Definition 3 Container Role. A data source DSi plays a container role w.r.t. a condition p in a query on VDOj iff DSi contains at least one instance of VDOj that matches p. IsContainer(DSi, V DOj, p) =⇒ ext(U, V DOj)
The process of content metadata extraction is divided into two phases, the Domain Training phase and the Content Description. The following subsections describe both of them.
Domain Training. The content of a data source must be described in terms of its domain. For instance, a data source containing electronic health records (EHR) must be described in terms of diagnosis, treatments, medicines, or in terms of the properties of patients like age and gender. Typically, a data source of EHR contains attributes that store all this information; however, some of them, and frequently the most important, are narrative text attributes that contain these terms hidden in lots of text. The goal of this phase is to record and train the system to recognize what kind of VDOs are contained in a data source. In order to do that MetaExtractor must be trained to identify when the content of a data source is related to a VDO with a specific value in one or more properties. For instance, when a data source contains patients with a specific diagnosis. This identification is straightforward when data sources contain mostly well coded attributes; however, as mentioned, in some domains (e.g. medical) this information may be within texts.
This phase works as follows, for each one of the VDO properties that are usually used as query conditions (e.g. diagnosis) and their possible values according to well known thesaurus or terminology dictionaries (e.g. SNOMED CT [32] ), MetaExtractor searches on the internet (using an API created for this purpose) in order to identify what are the common words used when talking about the condition with a specific term (e.g. diagnosis and diabetes). The search involves the property and its possible terms (e.g. disease, diabetes). According to the domain of the mediation system, the properties, as well as their possible terms, must be parametrized in the system. At the end of this training phase each one of the terms related to selected properties has associated a dictionary of related words used in conjunction with the term. The outputs are called training dictionaries, and are used later to identify the terms that better describe a data source.
Content Description. This phase identifies the role played by a data source within the system. The algorithm proposed to identify the role is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The principle of this algorithm is to use narrative text attributes and a subset of structured attributes from the data source to identify its main content. For example, the narrative text attributes of an EHR that contain the evolution and the treatment of the patient are very important to describe the type of patients the data source has. Additionally, some of the structured attributes (i.e. attribute that contains a limited number of possible values) may provide hints on the content of the data source.
In case the size of a data source exceeds a threshold, the first part of the algorithm reduces its size applying a stratified sample technique [I] . This technique uses a structured attribute to identify the strata.
Then, for each one of the records in the data source sample [II] , and using text mining techniques, it annotates the narrative texts taking into account the training dictionaries created in the Domain Training phase [III] . As an example we can obtain for a record the annotation (diagnosis = heart failure, sign = pulmonary edema).
Next, analyzing the structured attributes it identifies its value and adds it to the annotations [IV]; After this step the annotation may include (diagnosis = heart failure, sign = pulmonary edema, gender = F).
Once MetaExtractor analyzes all the records it applies a neighborhood based clustering algorithm [25] to identify if there is a specific group of similar records [V] in the data source. The annotations that better describe each cluster are used to specify the role of the data source. In case a cluster contains more than 50% of the records of the data source, the data source will be stored as a specialist with respect to the property with the value that better describes the cluster (e.g. diagnosis:heart failure) [VI]; otherwise, it will be stored as a container. 
Quality Metadata Extractor Agent
This agent evaluates the quality state of a data source based on the analysis of nullity of its attributes. To obtain this state MetaExtractor evaluates the frequency of null values in each one of the attributes and the general density of nullity of the data source. The density is very important because some attributes may have high frequency of nullity not because of the quality, but because of the domain. For instance, an attribute middle name may have a lot of nulls because is an optional value in the domain, its null frequency does not reveal a quality problem, but a business rule. In order to assure the performance of MetaExtractor when data sources contain high number of records, it provides the possibility of obtaining quality metadata over a sample from the original data source. This sample follows a systematic approach using as sample size a parameter that can be configured in the system.
Capability Metadata Extractor Agent
Capability metadata extractor goal is to identify the restrictions of data sources according to the following characteristics:
1. Attributes that can be specified in the query 2. Attributes that can be included in the predicate of the query 3. Attributes that cannot be specified in the query 4. Attributes that cannot be included in the query predicate. 5. Minimum number of attributes that must be in the query predicate 6. Maximum number of attributes that must be in the query predicate The strategy to obtain this information is based on the execution of provequeries. These queries are light queries that belong to a defined set of queries each one of them intended to validate one or more of the restrictions. An example of a prove-query ask for a specific attribute without any predicate, this query contributes to the validation of restriction characteristics 1,3 and 5. For evaluating restriction number 2, MetaExtractor tries to execute a query with one condition in the predicate including the attribute compared to a valid value according to the type of the attribute (e.g. numeric, string). If the query does not return an error, the attribute is included in the set of safe attributes in the predicate. The last restriction is evaluated through the incremental of the number of conditions in the predicate. The attributes used in this case are only the ones that passed the restriction 2. Once a data source is registered the defined set of prove-queries is executed over it.
Prototype and Functionality Evaluation
In order to evaluate the behavior of MetaExtractor a prototype has been constructed and used to evaluate its extractors and query capabilities. This section presents the main results obtained during this evaluation. Section 5.1 presents the characteristics of the prototype. Section 5.2 details the experimental results.
Prototype
In order to evaluate the behavior of MetaExtractor we developed the components presented in Figure 4 . Components were written in Java. the Global schema and metadata repository are stored in Virtuoso [26] . The communication and interaction of agents uses the multiagent framework BESA [27] . Queries are accepted in SPARQL [28] . The content metadata extractor agent uses the natural language processing API provided by LingPipe [29] and the Weka environment.
Structural Metadata and Global Schema. One of the main issues in mediation systems is how to control the heterogeneity of data sources that contribute to the system. Approaches that allow each data source to manage its own schema have demonstrated to scale well, but have important drawbacks in the expressiveness of domain concepts [30] . Because of this, MetaExtractor follows a global schema approach that allows to relate the structure of each one of the data sources to the schema of the domain that allows to create VDOs. This decision was made considering that mediation systems are used to create virtual environments of data sharing around a domain. The global schema defines this The Global Schema in MetaExtractor is created as an ontology in OWL [31] . It can be created by importing it using a .owl extension or automatically based on a seminal data source. In the latter case, the tables of the data source are interpreted as Classes, its attributes as Data Type Properties and the foreign keys as Object Type Properties. Although the extraction from a structured data source does not allow to include all the elements of a OWL ontology, they can be added manually after its creation.
In order to create the relationship between data sources and global schema, MetaExtractor provides a method that identifies synonyms between the names of tables and attributes with the names of classes and properties of the global schema. The execution of this method is not mandatory, but it facilitates the process of data source registration in MetaExtractor.
Metadata Repository Representation. Similarly to the Global Schema, Metadata elements in MetaExtractor are described using the syntax and semantics of an ontology. This ontology includes three main classes: Data Source, Metadata pieces are stored as triples (Subject, Predicate, Object), respecting the semantics and syntaxis of metadata ontology and global schema ontology. In these triples Subject is an individual of the classes defined in the ontology, Predicate is a property and Object is the value associated to the Subject-Predicate.
When a data source is registered in MetaExtractor the first performed action is to create a triple that specifies that the name of the data source is a Data Source. Then, MetaExtractor proceeds creating the triple that describes the data source. The following expression is an example on how to create a triple:
Triple triple = new Triple( Node.createURI(systemOntologyBaseName + ''\#'' + tableName), Node.createURI(systemOntologyBaseName + ''\#hasAttribute''), Node.createLiteral(systemOntologyBaseName + ''\#'' + attribute))
Experimental Results
Eventhough MetaExtractor was created for being used in any context, the motivational context was the integration of medical data sources containing electronic health records in a country. Tests with MetaExtractor were executed in this context. The environment involves 100 simulated data sources containing EHRs. Data sources were created in three different DBMS: PostgreSQL, MySQL and SQL Server 2012. The records contained in each data source were extracted from a database from a general hospital; however, for testing purposes, the database was divided into subsets in order to have different types of specializations (e.g. data sources specialized on obstetrics and gynecology) or general data sources. Categories were trained based on the SNOMED terms.
Tests involve the extraction of structure, content, quality and capability metadata as well as the prioritization using the extracted metadata. Due to space limitations we are going to focus in content metadata extraction tests. Figure  6 shows the results comparing the precision of metadata when the extraction of content and quality metadata used samples instead of the complete databases. Although the extraction of samples reduces the precision of the extracted metadata, the tests allows us to conclude that the precision of metadata is stable and can be used to extrapolate the quality and content of the complete data source. Figure 7 illustrates the differences on True Positives (TP) and False Positives (FP) taking into account the Container and Specialist roles. The main conclusion of these tests is that the rate of TP and FP confirms the reliability of the system.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents MetaExtractor a system that extracts, stores and maintains metadata. MetaExtractor is able to extract content, quality, capability and structure metadata from structured data sources that contain high volume of narrative texts. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to support formally the extraction of this type of metadata in mediation systems.
MetaExtractor architecture is based on the interaction of software agents in charge of extracting different types of metadata from distributed data sources. It stores metadata in a repository that follows the semantics and syntax of an ontology that allows to obtain precise metadata given a user query. MetaExtractor was designed to be used in architectures where the proportion of distribution with respect to the structure of an object (VDO) is higher than the distribution of its instances, making the metadata useful to reduce the number of sources required for a query. It improves the evaluation of queries that involve predicates with high selectivity and guarantees the dynamic adaptability of the system. MetaExtractor is being implemented as part of a large scale mediation system. The current prototype is a proof-of-concept. Performance evaluation will be tested in the next stage of development. Short term work involves the analysis of redundancy between data sources to avoid the use of data sources that may provide the same set of instances.
